1. Partner with an incredibly qualified Gigabit ISP
2. Aggressively facilitate the City’s responsibilities
3. Drive utilization of the Gigabit Network

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAC5vNgjBWU
@RickUsherKCMO meets @E_Beacons @1MillionCups

Ginger Avenger @bignamenehere 19 Dec
BAM! e-beacon product demo just made it relevant. But how to get it implemented into public safety dispatch systems? #1MC

Rick Usher @RickUsherKCMO 19 Dec
@e_beacons let's talk. @KCMO @MayorSlyJames @bignamenehere #1MC

Ginger Avenger @bignamenehere 19 Dec
@RickUsherKCMO @e_beacons @KCMO @MayorSlyJames ...time and place :)

Here and now! @bignamenehere @e_beacons @kcmo @mayorslyjames #1MC

Ginger Avenger @bignamenehere 19 Dec
@RickUsherKCMO @e_beacons @kcmo @mayorslyjames unfortunately have a meeting so I had to take off. Let me know if u want 2 connect b4 nxt 1MC

Rick Usher @RickUsherKCMO 19 Dec
No problem, I spoke with John and Kirk we're moving forward #1MC @bignamenehere @e_beacons @kcmo @mayorslyjames @rarewire

e-beacons @e_beacons 19 Dec
@RickUsherKCMO @bignamenehere @KCMO @MayorSlyJames @rarewire Excited to talk more with you all. 2013 is going to be a big year
Google Fiber Communities on Google+ -
Using Hangouts to discuss Digital Engagement Policies

Gerry Vernon – Mission, Kansas

Wayne Parker, Provo, Utah
Groundswell of Community Action

KC Startup Village
A startup community in the making...
1. Partner with an incredibly qualified Gigabit ISP
2. Aggressively facilitate the City’s responsibilities
3. Drive utilization of the Gigabit Network